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1. Introduction 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra g, n : P + X a principal 
G bundle over a closed connected smooth manifold X and G its gauge group. Then 4 is 
naturally identified with T(AdP), all the smooth sections of the adjoint bundle, and is 
an infinite dimensional Lie group with Lie algebra T(adP) where adP = P x,d g (see 
Section 2). 
Let P’ be another G bundle over X and G’ its gauge group. 
Definition. We say AdP’ is isomorphic to AdP if and only if there exists a fibrewise 
isomorphism f : AdP’ + AdP which induces a diffeomorphism f : X + X denoted by 
the same symbol. 
An automorphism p of G induces an automorphism of G/Z where Z is the center of 
G and P/Z, denotes the associated principal G/Z bundle P/Z x9 G/Z. The adjoint 
action induces a homomorphism Ad : G + Aut G. We can construct a principal Aut G 
bundle P XG Aut G and we have 
AdP = (P xG AutG) xAutG G. 
Note that the following three conditions are equivalent. 
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AdP’ is isomorphic to AdP with respect to f. 
P’ x G Aut G ” f * P x G Aut G as principal Aut G bundles. 
PI/Z ” f *p/z, as principal G/Z bundles for some cp E Aut G. 
If AdP’ is isomorphic to AdP, G is isomorphic to G’. The converse is true for some G. 
Theorem 1.1. If G is a unitary group or a simple compact connected Lie group except 
semi-spinor groups then G E G’ as Fre’chet Lie groups if and only if AdP’ is isomorphic 
to AdP. 
We discuss the case of semi-spinor groups in Section 4. 
In [4], Curtis and Miller obtained similar results in the cases that G has trivial center 
or G is S0(2n), n 3 3 or U(n), n 3 2 (they stated the result in the language of 
isomorphism of principal bundles). The method for proving our key result Lemma 3.1 
is essentially similar to that of [4] but we studied more general cases and believe that 
we give a clearer view of what is going on by considering the adjoint bundles. The 
proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the technique used in that of Proposition 3.4.2 of 
[9] in which Pressley and Segal determined the automorphism group of Map(X, G) and 
we can describe the automorphism groups of gauge groups similarly. Let V denote the 
equivariant diffeomorphism group DiffAut G (P x G Aut G). It is a Frechet Lie group (see 
Section 2). We obtain a group homomorphism from D to Aut G as follows. Let 
be an equivariant diffeomorphism. It induces a commutative diagram 
AdP _f, AdP _ 
and we obtain a group isomorphism f : 4 + 6. In fact, when restricted to the identity 
component &, all isomorphisms are obtained in this way and we have the following 
result which is a generalization of Proposition 3.4.2 of [9]. 
Corollary 1.2. If G is a compact connected simple Lie group except semi-spinor groups, 
Aut (& ” D as topological groups and hence Aut !& admits a structure of Frechet Lie 
group. 
For general compact connected Lie groups, we have a similar result. 
The adjoint group G/Z splits into a product of simple Lie groups 
G/Z ” G, x ... x Gk. 
Let AdPi denote the associated bundle P x~d Gi. Note that AdP/Z ” d*(AdPt x x 
AdPk) where d: X + Xd is the diagonal map. Let G’ be another compact Lie group, 
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P’ - Y a principal G’ bundle over a closed connected smooth manifold Y, s’ its gauge 
group and 2. 2’ the centers of S. S’, respectively. 
Theorem 1.3. (G/2)0 E (Cj’/Z’)o ifand only ifG/Z ” G’/Z’ and AdP, is isomorphic 
to A”P& for each i where o is an element of the k:th symmetry group. In particular, if 
G ” Cj’ then X and Y are d@eomorphic. 
The construction of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review the Lie 
group structure of gauge groups. The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are given 
in Section 4. We study the case of semi-spinor groups in Section 4 and prove Theorem 
I .3 in Section 5. We give two examples in Section 6. 
2. Lie group structure of gauge groups 
In this section we review the Frechet Lie group structure of gauge groups. For omitted 
proofs see [5]. 
Remark. Curtis and Miller used the group of (?-bundle automorphisms as gauge group 
which is a Banach Lie group. 
G need not be connected in this section. 
Fix a Riemannian metric on X, an invariant metric on g and a connection on P. For 
‘5 E q&P) put 
where D’s denote the ith covariant derivative. Then r(ndP) is a Frechet space by the 
family of norms { 11 /IIt: n E NJ). 
Proposition 2.1 [5]. The gauge group Cj = T(AdP) is a Frechet manifold and 
coordinate chart around the identity is given by the jibrewise exponential map 
exp : T(adP) + I’(AdP). 
Lemma 2.2. Let P’ be a principal GI x G? bundle and AdP: denote the associated 
bundle P’ x Ed G, then 
P(AdP’) 2 P(AdP;) x T(AdP;) 
as Frtkhet manifolds. 
Proof. Since AdP’ is identified with d*(AdP,’ x .4dP,‘) where d: X + X x X is 
the diagonal map, we can identify I’(AdP’) S T(AdP,‘) x P(AdP,‘) as topological 
spaces. The vector bundle adP’ splits into P’ x,d g1 $ P’ x& g2 therefore P(adP’) 2 
T( P’ x ad gl ) x r( P’ x ad 82) as Frechet spaces and the above identification gives a 
diffeomorphism of Frechet manifolds. 
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Consider the fibrewise multiplication and the fibrewise inverse 
p : d* ( AdP x AdP) t AdP, 
L : AdP + AdP. 
The group multiplication and the inverse of G are given by composing these maps and 
hence are smooth [5]. •I 
Proposition 2.3 [5]. The gauge group G is a Frkhet Lie group. 
Remark. It is well known that Sobolev gauge groups LE(AdP) are Banach Lie groups if 
lc > n/p where n = dimX [S]. Also using the norm 11 11s defined above, the continuous 
gauge group r,(AdP) is a Banach Lie group 191. Inclusions 
G of Lp,(AdP) - r,(AdP) 
are smooth in an appropriate sense. 
Note that the isomorphism of Lemma 2.2 is a Frechet Lie group isomorphism. 
Let 2 be the center of G then the center of the gauge group 2 is the space of sections 
of the subbundle X x 2 = P x~d 2 c AdP and hence a sub Lie group of G [5]. 
Proposition 2.4. The group G/2 has a structure of Fre’chet Lie group and the projection 
G + G/2 is a submersion in the sense of [5]. 
Proof. It is clear that the identity component of 6/Z is isomorphic to the identity 
component of r(P XA~ G/Z) as topological groups therefore G/2 has a structure of 
Frechet Lie group. The local representative of the projection G = r(AdP) --f r(P XA~ 
G/Z) around the identity is given by the projection r(P x& 2) x r(P x& g’) 4 
r(P x,d 8’) where 2 and 8’ are Lie algebras of 2 and G/Z, respectively, hence the 
projection is a submersion. 0 
Note that if 8 2 G’ then G/2 E $7/2’. 
The group of equivariant diffeomorphisms Diffc(P) also has a Frechet Lie group 
structure (cf. [3]). For f E DiffG(P), the space of equivariant sections r,(f*TP) is a 
closed subspace of r(f*TP) h ence a Frechet space. We can construct an equivariant 
diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of the zero section of f*TP to a neighborhood 
of the diagonal in P x P which maps f*TP\, to {f(p)} x P. This gives a local chart 
near f taking its value in rc(f*TP). Then we can show that DiffG (P) is a FrCchet Lie 
group just like Diff(P). 0 
Proposition 2.5. The group Diffc(P) is a Frkhet Lie group. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In this section G will denote a compact connected simple Lie group except semi-spinor 
groups. 
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Given p E P we can identify AdP, with G by 
G 3 .(/ H [/I. 91 E P x .-lrl G = AdP. 
where .c = 7r(p) E X hence we obtain an evaluation homomorphism 
<‘~:r,  G = J’(AdP) i G 
and f 11 gives an equivariant map 
where Sur(&. G) is all surjective homomorphisms and induces the following commuta- 
tive diagram. 
Pxc:AutGA Sur(!&. G) 
I I 
X ~(r Sur(Go, G)/ AutG 
The proof of the next lemma is almost the same as that of Proposition 3.4.2 of [9] but 
it is remarkable that Sur(Go. G) h as a structure of a bundle associated to P. 
Lemma 3.1. The map ev : X + Sur((&. G)/ Aut G is a homeomorphism and hence 
PI: : P xc: Aut G + Sur(&. G) is an equivariarzt homeomorphism. 
Proof. We will show that any surjective homomorphism u: : &O + G is given by an 
evaluation at a point .T t X. 
Consider its derivative 6 : T(adP) 4 g. Since exp: T(adP) - G is locally a home- 
omorphism, & is surjective. 
For an open subset U c X let T(adP)lI denote the ideal of r(crdP) consisting of 
sections of ndP with support in U. Since g is simple, b(r(adP)L,) is g or (0). For two 
open sets II. U’ such that U n U’ = 0, T(adP)r, and r(adP)(,, commute hence either 
ri(r(adP)U) or ir(r(~dP)~~,) is (0) since g is nonabelian. 
Considering tC as a distribution on X, the support of & is a single point T E X. For 
if distinct points I‘. y is in the support, there are open neighborhoods U,,. U, of .I‘. ,q 
such that CT, n ti, = d and 
which is impossible. In other words any s E r(adP) vanishing near x is contained in 
the kernel of ri. 
Fix a local trivialization of adP around x and tJk denotes the ideal of all sections 
whose derivatives vanish to order k at .c. Then the kernel of cii contains the Jk for some 
k: but 
[[...[Jo,Jo] ,... Jo],.Jo] C Jk 
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hence the kernel contains Jo. Therefore we have the following diagram 
GO A Go/G’ -G 0 
PZ 1 
Go/(Go n 9’) AG 
where 6’ is the based gauge group at 2, # is its identity component, pl ,p2 are pro- 
jections, cy = Cu o PI and ev(z) is represented by p2 o pi. Note that 6 and p2 are finite 
covering groups. Since G is not a semi-spinor group o. can be written as 
Q : Go -Go/(Go n G’)AG. 
This shows that eu : X + Sur(Go, G)/ Aut G is a surjection. It is straightforward to see 
the map ev is an injection and hence a homeomorphism because X is compact. 
Note that if G is a semi-spinor group this proof breaks because there are two (three 
for SO(S)) projections e + G where (? the double covering spinor group of G. 0 
Remark. Since r(adP) is dense in Lg(adP) and r,(adP), this lemma holds for the 
Banach Lie groups LE (AdP) and I’,(AdP). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let f : G -+ G’ be an isomorphism. Then we obtain an equiv- 
ariant homeomorphism 
f:P’xGAutG- Sur(GL,G)j;-tSur(!&,G)-P xGAutG _ 
which is given by ew[pt,Vl o f = evf([pf,+,]), where [p’, ‘p] E P’ x G Aut G and therefore 
f must be smooth. Let f also denote the induced diffeomorphism of X then 
P’xGAutG” f’PxGAutG. 
Consider the unitary groups case. If 6 E 6’ then 
r(P XAd pU(n)) = G/2 ” 672 = r(P’ XAd Pu(n)). 
We can show that 
P x u(n) Aut PU(n) g f*P’ x u(n) Aut PU(n) 
as above. Since Aut PU(n) N Aut U(n) we have 
P xucn) AutU(n) E f*P’ xucn) AutU(n). 0 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. The construction in the proof of Theorem 1.1 gives a homomor- 
phism from Aut GO to D which is the inverse to the homomorphism described before. 0 
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4. The case of semi-spinor groups 
As stated before the proof of Lemma 3.1 breaks if the structure group is a semi-spinor 
group but it is clear that the result of Lemma 3.1 holds if &I n Go is connected. Consider 
the evaluation map at a certain point 
cl!:~o + c 
and the induced homomorphism 
<‘II, : xl (Go) 4 7rl (G) = Z/2. 
Lemma 4.1. (& n Go is connected fund only ifev, # 0. 
Proof. This is obvious from the homotopy exact sequence for the fibration 
Go n Go + Go + G. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Assume &I 2 GA and 
I’U, = 0: ~1 (Go) + ~1 (G) = Z/2 
then 
(‘I!, = 0: 7rj($) + ~1 (G) = Z/2. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram 
Sur(G0, E) ASur($, G) 
Sur(Go, G) &Sur($, G). 
Since GO n Go has two components, by the proof of Lemma 3.1, the left vertical arrow 
is surjective and hence so is the right. •I 
Proposition 4.3. Assume wL’* # 0 for G then S E G’ if and only if AdP 2 AdP’. 
Proof. In this case Lemma 3.1 holds and the proof of Theorem 1.1 works. 0 
Proposition 4.4. Assume ev, = 0 for G. If Go " $, then P x *dG ” P’ x ,A~c!?. Moreover 
ifev, = 0 for G’ then the converse holds. 
Remark. For the converse, the assumption ev, = 0 for G’ cannot be removed. We will 
give an example later. 
Proof. Put 
5 = r(P XAd 6). 
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Since ev, = 0, we have a lifting of the evaluation map 
hence CO ” GO. 
If Go 2 (&, by Lemma 4.2, @o 2 Gh 2 GO 2 CO hence we can show P XAd G g 
P’ x Ad E as in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The converse can be shown similarly. 0 
We consider two examples. 
First we study principal SO(8) bundles over S*. Principal SO(8) bundles over S8 are 
classified by rr~(SO(8)). C onsider the following fibration 
SO(7) -SO(8) + S7. 
1 
This fibration has a section p given as follows. Let 0 denote the field of Cayley numbers 
and we think of S7 as the unit sphere of 0. Define ,LL: S7 4 SO(8) by p(z)(v) = z. v 
where z E S7 and v E 0. Then ,Q gives a splitting of the short exact sequence 
0-~7(S0(7)) ~~7WG3)) -7r7(S7) -0 
II /I 
% z 
and we identify YT~(SO(S)) 2 Z@Z where (1,0) = 1:*(l) and (0,l) = p*(l). The 
fibrations 
SO(8) 7 SO(9) + S8. 
SO(9) 7 SO( 10) + s9 
induce exact sequences 
o-7r9(S8) 2 7rs(SO(8)) i, ~8(S0(9)) -0 
II /I II 
212 z/2 @ z/2 @3 z/2 z/2 $ z/2 
7r9(S9) A ~8(sw)) ~~8(so(10))-0 
II II II 
z z/2 CE z/2 w 
Put cy = a(ll) E 7r8(SO(8)) and p’ = a(l) E rg(SO(9)). By using the method of 
Bott [2] we can show the following. 
Lemma 4.5. The Samelson product 
TI (SW)) @ 7r7(SO(8)) - 7r8(SO(f3)) 
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is given by 
(E. (a. b)) = aN + hp. 
where E E ~~ (SO(8)) is the generutor and i,(N) = 3’. 
Proof. For n, < m let i : SO(tl) + SO(m.) be the inclusion to the first 71 x n component, 
i’ : SO(n) --7‘ SO(m) to the last n, x 71 component and c: SO(m) A SO(m) + SO(m) 
the commutator map. The map c o (i A S’) induces a map X 
SO(2) A SO(7) A SO(8) A SO(8) (’ SO(8) 
iA.0 
1 1 
x 
S’ A (SO(7)/5’0(6)) s’ AS” ST 
and it was shown in [2] that A, factors as 
A, : 7rk.(S7) 2 7rk+,(s*) A 7Q(SO(8)) 
therefore 
(E,(l.O)) =aoC’oP*(l) 
and since p, : rr~(SO(7)) + 7r7(S6) is surjective, (E, (I i 0)) = a. 
Similarly using the diagram 
SO(2) A SO(8) sA1’SO(9) A SO(9) -5- SO(9) 
ZAP 
I 1 
x 
S’ A (SO(S)/SO(-l)) s’ AS S8 
we have i,(~. (0, 1)) = p’. 0 
Let G”,b denote the gauge group of the SO(8) bundle corresponding to (a, b) E 
7r,(SO(S)). 
Note that ey+ : 7rr (Gt’“) 4 7rr (SO(8)) is nontrivial if and only if (E, (a, b)) = 0 which 
is equivalent to saying that both a and b are even. 
Corollary 4.6. The subgroup 40 n Go of the gauge group of the SO(S) bundle 
SO(8) + SO(8 + k)/SO(k) i SO(8 + k)/SO(8) x SO(k) 
is not connected for any k 3 1. 
Proof. The SO(8) bundle 
SO(8) + SO(9) + S8 
is represented by (2, p) E rr7 (SO( 8)) where p is odd and the result follows. 0 
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Lemma 4.7. The action of Aut SO(8) on 7r7(SO(S)) = Z $ Z is generated by 
1 1 
( > 0 -1 . 
The action of Aut Spin(8) on 7r7((Spin(8)) = Z $ 2% is generated by 
((: ‘I): (Yj UJ and (;2 ;‘). 
Proof. We use the description of Spin(8) given by (see Appendix A of [13]) 
Spin@) = {(a,, m, ~3)l~i E SO@), QI (5)~12(~) = ~3(%), x, Y E o} 
and the covering maps are given by 
Pi((CYIF%Q3)) = ai. 
Spin(8) has a sequence of subgroups 
Spin(8) > Spin(7) > G2, 
where Spin(7) = pr’(SO(7)) and GZ = Spin(7) n pz’(SO(7)). 
Let g denote the element of O(8) given by g(v) = V, u E 0. The following three 
automorphisms of Spin(8) 
~(QI, ~2, ~3) = (Ad, o(~,,Ad~ocr~,Ad~oaz), 
‘T~(w, ~2> ~3) = (Ad, oaz,Ad,oa,,Ad,oa3); 
73(al> Q2, a3) = (Ad, o~~,Ad~ocr2>Ad~oa,) 
represent generators of Aut Spin( S)/Inn Spin( 8) 
We identify 7r~(Spin(S)) = 2% $ Z by pr,. 
Let v be a section of the fibration 
SO(7) + SO@) 5 s7 
defined by ~(z)(w) = u z for z E S7, v E CD. By the commutativity of the following 
diagram 
SO(7) -SO(S)LS7 
SO(7) -SO(g) A S7 
we have 
o* = Ad,, = 
for some m E Z. 
Define a lifting of p, fi: S7 + ,948) by b(z) = (p(z): ~(z),p(Z) 0 ~(5)) then 
p2 o p = v hence 
~2*(0,1) = [v] = -Ad,,(O, 1) = (-m, 1). 
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It is well known that there is a fibration 
G2 of Spin(7) ‘3 S7 
and we have a commutative diagram 
z 7r7 ($47) 1 -7r77(@+3)) 
1 1 
P?. 
z 7r7(S7) Ar7(SO(8)) 
I 
where the left vertical sequence is exact. Therefore, if necessary changing the generator 
of 7r7(Spin(7)), we have p2*( 1,0) = (r~, 3) for some n E Z. Since pz o 72 = Ad, opl, 
p2e = Ad,, 0 r2* = CT* 0 r2* 
hence pz+ is of order 3 and we have n = -2, m = 1. Therefore 
72s =g* op2* = (; 11)(q2 ;')=('i 01). 
As an immediate corollary we have the following. 
Corollary 4.8. G:” E $ld if and only if 
{ 
(a, b) = 5(c + d, -d) if both a and b are even, 
(a> b) = 4~ d) otherwise, 
where 
+(; ‘1)JY3 :l)(;2 y)) 
This corollary gives examples such that adjoint bundles are not isomorphic but identity 
components of gauge groups are isomorphic. 
Next we consider SO(8) bundles over S4 x @P2. Decompose S4 x CP2 into 
S4 x D4 ~~~~~~~ S4 x (@P2 - D’). 
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We construct SO(8) bundles P a,b by patching trivial bundles by maps 
S4 x S3 + S4 /y S3 = S7 (a,b! SO(8) 
and let G a,b denote their gauge groups. 
Lemma 4.9. 
ev* : 7-r1 (Gt,b) + 7r1 (SO(8)) is 
nontrivial if 2, is even, 
trivial if b is odd. 
Proof. Note that the inclusion 
s4 x s3 = a(s4 x (CP2 - 04)) Lt s4 x (W2 - D”) 
is homotopy equivalent to 
s4 x s31xl!s4 x 9, 
where n is the Hopf map. 
Therefore the map ev, : TI (Gt,b) + TI (SO(8)) is nontrivial if and only if the map 
(E>(d)) 
s4 x s3-ST- QSO(8) 
factors through S4 x S2. Since n4(SO(8)) = rr~(SO(8)) = 0, we have the following 
commutative diagram 
Tdso(8)) 
4 
A [S4 x S’;;SO(S)], 
7r7(SO(8)) & 7r3(SO@)) N_ [S4 x S2, flSO(g)]* 
hence the map ew* : 7rr(Gi5”) --f nr(SO(8)) . IS nontrivial if and only if the map 
s7 +*I, QSO(8) is in the image of q* : K~(SO(S)) + 7rs(SO(S)). 
Since we have a map x obtained from X in Lemma 4.5 which makes the following 
diagram commutative 
(E>(l>O)) 
s4 x s3-s7- flSO(8) 
lx4 4 - ,,,b, 
S4 x S2-S6A 
cv* : nl (@“) + 7rl (SO(g)) is nontrivial if b is even. 
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The map S7 (‘3” QSO(8) IS not in the image of q*. To show this, it is enough to 
show that the map 
s7 
(E>(Q%l)) 
W RSO(8) - nso(9) 
does not factor through S6. Recall that this map is represented by p’ E 7rs(SO(9)). 
It is well known that the right vertical arrow of the following commutative diagram is 
surjective 
V(S9) - -irS(sw)) -7r*(SO(lO)) -0 
A A 
v* 71’ 
0~~7(SO(9)) -7r7(s0(10))-0 
hence ,O’ is not in the image of 7’ which is the desired result. 
Of course, the map S7 (E3)) QSO( 8) is not in the image of n* . Therefore the map 
eu, : nl (Cjtsb) --$ ~1 (SO(8)) is trivial if b is odd. 0 
By Lemma 4.7, P’,’ x~d Spin(S) is isomorphic to Pp213 x~d Spin(8) but as shown 
above 
YC* : TI ($O) + TTI (SO(8)) 
is nontrivial and 
P?‘, : 7rl (&y2”) --t 7rl (SO@)) 
is trivial and of course G’>O is not isomorphic to G-2.3. This gives an example justifying 
the remark below Proposition 4.4. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 
In this section G andG’ will denote compact connected Lie groups. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Decompose G/Z into simple factors 
G/Z”G; xG++.xG3,“, 
where Gi 2 Gi and each Gi is simple. 
Let AdP,?, denote the associated bundle 
AdPi3,i = P XA~ G; 
and put 
then 
G’,.’ = T(AcIP,,~) 
as showed in Section 2 
(G/Z)0 ” n @j. 
iJ 
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Let K be a compact simple adjoint group then we have 
Sur ((G/Z),, K) E Sur 
= uJ(!$$, K) if K sz Gi, 
4 if K y Gi for any i. 
Now if (G/2)0 Z (G’/Z’)a, Sur((G/Z),, K) E Sur((G’/Z’)o, K) for any K therefore 
G/Z E G//Z’ and by Theorem 1.1, if necessary rearrange labels, AdPi,j ” AdP’i.j for 
all i, j. The converse is easy to show. 0 
6. Examples 
Let G be a compact simply connected simple Lie group and c E H4(BG) % Z a 
generator. Then G bundles over an oriented connected closed 4 manifold X are classified 
by f*(c) E H4(X) Z Z where f : X + BG is a classifying map. Note that if P/Z E 
PI/Z then P S P’, Aut G acts as identity on H4(BG). 
Let Pg,k be a G bundle over X with fp, k(c) = Ic and G$,, its gauge group. 
Fix an orientation for each orientable connected closed 4 manifold. Combining Theo- 
rems 1.1 and 1.3 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6.1. G$,k 2 $?,; if and only if G Z G’, X = Y and 
lkl = III ifX d ‘t a ml s orientation reversing difleomorphisms, 
k=l otherwise. 
In [6] it is shown that in the case of SU(2) bundles, Gk and Gr are homotopy equivalent 
if and only if (12/d(X), /c) = (12/d(X)> 1) where d(X) = 1 if the intersection form of 
X is even, 2 if odd and (12/d(X), Ic) is the GCD of 12/d(X) and k. As for classifying 
spaces, it is shown in [l l] that if BGI, N B$ then (k,p) = (I,p) for any prime p. 
It is well known [l] that B6 E Map,(X, BG) and this example suggest that the sim- 
ilar result to Theorem 1.1 holds for the homotopy type classification of path components 
of Map(X, BG). In [12] it is shown that if X = S4, G = SU(2), then BGk N B& if 
and only if Ikl = III. But in general cases we do not know whether it is true or not. 
Next we consider U(n) bundles over closed Riemann surfaces. These bundles are 
classified by their first Chern classes; let PrI, + C, be the U(n) bundle over the 
Riemann surface of genus g with cl(Pg,k) ‘2 k E Z. Then we can easily show the 
following. 
Theorem 6.2. G;,k ” (37 l if and only f i n - m, g = g’ and llcl = fill (mod n). 
The homotopy types of these groups and their classifying spaces are studied in [lo]. 
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